
Alien Insults and Slang

 Below are some insults and slang that originated in one of the various Votan 
languages that made their way into English. It's important to note that, at this point, 
these are English words. I'll include information about the origin of the words and what 
they meant, but they can be treated like full-fledged English words. For example, 
compare the English pronunciation of "burrito" to the Spanish pronunciation of 
"burrito". The vowel qualities are kind of the same, and the stress is the same, but the 
consonants are all pronounced a little differently—the word's been anglicized. The same 
should be done with these words. The following abbreviations are used below:

‣ C = Castithan
‣ IN = Indojisnen
‣ IR = Irathient
‣ YK = Yanga Kayang (Liberata)

Word Part(s) of 
Speech

Origin Usage

skrug (n.) skragi (IR) shit can be used as an exclamation

skruggin' (adv.) skragi (IR) shit use this when modifying verbs

bangga (adj.) bangga (C) stupid same meaning; light to moderate

banggo (n.) banggo (C) animal ~idiot; can be quite insulting

chivo/shivo (n.) schivo (C) vagina same meaning; quite crude

gachika (n.) gakyika (YK) shit refers to poor quality 
merchandise (kind of like 
"garbage" or "trash" or "junk"); 
not particularly insulting (unless 
you're the merchant)

anggaji/
angaugee

(n.) anghaagyi (YK) sex refers specifically to sex between 
different species

kigi (n.) akigi (YK) penis same meaning; off-color; weak 
(used by kids)

jekishi (n.) gyekikshi (YK) slut not an insult; used to refer to a 
non-human prostitute
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Word Part(s) of 
Speech

Origin Usage

jek (expr.) jek (IN) useless thing used as a stronger exclamation 
than "skrug"

chizu (n./adj.) chizungguson (IN) 
drunkard

used as a noun to mean 
someone's who's a drunk or used 
as an adjective to refer to 
someone who's drunk (e.g. 
wasted, blotto)

enyasho (n.) enyasho (C) bitch same meaning; very insulting

dikyo (n.) dikyo (C) fool, dolt, 
imbecile

same meaning; not as insulting as 
shtako

tare/tari (n.) tare (IR) penis derives from the same root as 
"knife", but is diminutive, so kind 
of means "little knife"; can be 
used to refer to a man (insulting)

hagisi (n.) hagisi (IR) dwarf an insulting term used 
specifically for the Liberata

hisha (n.) hisha (YK) urine, piss bullshit, run-around (the 
expression I'm thinking of is 
something like, "He's giving me 
hisha")

ganchi/
gonchi

(n.) gankyi (YK) ass, butt same meaning; crude and, 
perhaps, lightly insulting (if used 
to refer to an individual)

yovunun (expr.) yovunun (IN) fuck off same meaning, roughly, but not 
very insulting, since it comes 
from Indojisnen (kind of the 
equivalent of, "Quit buggin' me")

yuri (expr.) lyurison (IN) natural 
thing

cool, neat, awesome

ivizhit (n.) ivizhit (IN) money slang term for money

jaja (n.) gyagya (YK) money another slang term for money
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Word Part(s) of 
Speech

Origin Usage

vorits (n.) voritso (C) he, you derives ultimately from a word 
meaning "to bite"; used like 
"dude" or "man" in English

hanjo, hanyo (n.) hanggyo (IR) pervert, 
deviant

roughly the same meaning, but a 
serious insult, rather than a 
description

chik (expr.) kyik (YK) damn same meaning; weak expletive

jing (expr.) gying (YK) trash, 
garbage

used in expressions kind of like 
"skrug"; basically another word 
for the polyfunctional "fuck"

jing-ai, jing-
eye

(expr.) gying (YK) trash, 
garbage

same as above, but longer (a way 
of extending the expletive)

hooch, 
hoocho

(n.) hucho (C) dick, cock used for same, as well as for 
individuals (can be insulting)

Sho hooch?! (expr.) Sho hucha? (C) what 
the fuck?

used for same; a shortening of 
Sho hucha ksa myenji je?! which 
is literally, "Whose cock's 
touching me?!" (meant to be both 
threatening and emasculating at 
the same time)

chop (expr.) chapsu (C) to be a 
disingenuous 
sycophant

this phrase was misinterpreted by 
English speakers overhearing 
Castithan who thought they were 
using the English word "chop" in 
a novel way, leading English 
speakers to borrow it "back"; is 
now used like "piss" in "piss one 
off"

chop sheets, 
sheet 
chopper

(n.) chapshitso (C) 
sycophant

used to characterize someone as 
weak and pathetic (an insult)
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Word Part(s) of 
Speech

Origin Usage

to chop 
sheets

(expr.) chapshitso (C) 
sycophant

having misinterpreted the 
Castithan word, English speakers 
turned this into a phrase, so that 
you can say that someone who is 
weak, pathetic, or "whipped" is 
someone who "chops sheets" (the 
phrase likely caught on with 
"sheets" being reminiscent of a 
bed, and therefore sex—and if 
sheet chopping is going to 
happen, the implication is that it's 
going to be the weaker one that 
does the sheet chopping)

sagnoji (n.) sagnogyi (IR) toxic 
sludge or runoff

used with people, implying that 
their diseased (usually with an 
STD)

nanggo (expr.) nanggo (C) fuck a very strong expletive of 
Castithan origin

scotch (n.) skacho (C) gang used for Castithan gangs—and 
borrowed into general parlance 
for other gangs—but can be 
innocuous

jondura, 
jondra

(n.) gyondurǝ (IR) 
boulders

testicles, but in particular 
referring to large testicle 
(implying superior masculinity)

yela (adj.) yela (C) goddamn comes from the root meaning 
"low", this is quite profane for 
Castithans

yelanda (adj.) yelanda (c) goddamn even stronger than "yela", with 
the same basic meaning (again, 
quite profane to Castithans)
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